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Generalized polynomials are defined as products of polynomials raised to 
positive real powers. The generalized degree can be defined in a natural way. 
Relying on Remez-type inequalities on the size of generalized polynomials, we 
estimate the supremum norm of a generalized polynomial by its weighted L, norm. 
Based on such Nikolskii-type inequalities we give sharp upper bounds for the 
distance of the consecutive zeros of orthogonal polynomials associated with weight 
functions from rather wide classes. The estimates contain some old results as special 
cases. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
How large can the modulus of an algebraic polynomial be on [ - 1, 1] 
if it is less than 1 on a subset of [ - 1, l] with prescribed measure? This 
question was answered by Chebyshev when the subset is an interval, but 
his elegant method based on zero counting fails to work when we do not 
have this additional information. The proof of the general case (due to 
Remez [7]) and an application in the theory of orthogonal polynomials 
can be found in [4]; a simpler proof is given in [2]. Remez-type 
inequalities for generalized polynomials in the trigonometric and the 
pointwise algebraic casts were established in [l]. We summarize these 
results in Section 3. We will use them to estimate the supremum norm of 
a generalized polynomial by its weighted L, norm. Such estimates are 
called (special) Nikolskii-type inequalities, which are interesting in them- 
selves. Improving an old technique from [S, p. 112-1151, we will apply our 
Nikolskii-type inequalities to obtain sharp upper bounds for the distance of 
the adjacent zeros of orthogonal polynomials associated with weight 
functions from rather wide classes beyond the Szegij class. 
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Denote by n, the set of all real algebraic ~oly~orni~~s of degree at most 
F?. The set of all real trigonometric polynomials of regrew at most N will be 
denoted by Tn. The function 
f(z)=e fi (z-zp (O#CGG, ZjE , rj> 0 are real) (1) 
j=l 
a generalized complex algebraic ~oly~orn~a~ of ~ge~~rali~e 
N= i rj. 
To be precise, in this paper we will use the d~~~it~on 
z+ = exp(r log jz/ + in arg z) (zE:@, reR, -7C,<argz<z). 
Qb~ious~y 
Denote by GCAP, the set of all generalized complex algebraic poly~om~a~~ 
of degree at most N. In the trigonometric case let 
(Sin((~-Zj)/2))~ (O#CEC,ZiEG,rj> (31 
j=l 
We say the f~nction~is a ~e~erali~~d complex trigonometric polynomial of 
degree 
We have 
Denote by CCTP, the set of all generalized complex trigonometry poly- 
nomials of degree at most N. To express our informative on the rn~as~~~ 
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of the subset, where the modulus of a generalized is not greater than 1, we 
introduce the notations 
GCAP,(s) = {f E GCAP N:m((xE[-l, 11: If(x)1 61})>2-s} 
(O<s<2) 
and 
GCTP,(s) = {YE GCTP N:I?Z({tE[--,n):lf(z)l~1})~2n-s) 
(O<s<2n). 
Throughout this paper ci will denote positive absolute constants. If A is a 
subset of the real line, then rrz(A) will denote its one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. 
3. REMEZ-TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Remez-type inequalities play a significant role in this paper. Remez’s 
theorem [4, pp. 119-1211 states that 
E;< 1 1 p(x)1 d ~,(4/(2 - 4 - 1) (5) . . 
for every p E GCAP,(s) A fl,, where QJx) = cos(n arccos x) ( - 1 d x d 1) 
is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree IZ. The proof of this theorem can be 
found in [4, pp. 119-1211 and a simpler proof is given in [2]. In trying to 
establish a similar inequality for generalized algebraic polynomials it seems 
hard to tell what we should put in place of the Chebyshev polynomial 
in (5). We can, however, prove an equally useful version of (5) for 
generalized algebraic polynomials which preserves the best possible order 
of magnitude. This generalization is given by 
THEOREM 1. We have 
-~iy< 1 If(x)I G exp(5Nfi) (O<s,<l) 
. . 
(1 <S<2) 
for every f E GCAP,(s). 
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Theorem 1 is proved in [ 11. Because of the periodicity we may expect a 
significant improvement in the trigonometric case. By establishing the best 
possible order of magnitude, this is confirmed by 
THEOREM 2. There is an absolute constant c1 such that 
for every fc GCTP,(s). 
Theorem 2 is proved in [l] as well. Though we will not use it in this 
paper, we mention that a sharp pointwise algebraic Remez-type inequality 
is also obtained in [II]. 
It is easy to check that Theorems 1 and 2 imply the following theorems. 
THEOREM l*. There is an absolute constant 0 < c2 < 4 such that 
4lye [I-L 11: If(~)i 2exp(-NJI -~~xcI lf(x~l)~2w \ . 
for every f E GCAP, and 0 -C s =C 2. 
THEOREM 2*. There is an absolute constant 0 < cj -c 1 such that 
m({tE[--rc,n):(f(t)l>exp(-Ns) max Ij(z)Ij)>css 
-n<r<n 
for every f E GCTP, and 0 < s < 237. 
The advantage of Theorems 1* and 2* is to have an inequality for every 
s between the natural bounds (0 <s < 2 in the algebraic case, an 
0 < s < 2n in the trigonometric case, respectively). 
4. NEW RESULTS 
If g is a measurable function on the interval [a, b], and for every 1” > 
there is a constant K= K(g) depending only on g such that 
4(x. [a, bl : Ig(x)l >i))<K(g) ,JMp, (6) 
then we say g is in weak L,(a, b), and we wilI use the notation 
gfz WL,(a, b). It is well known that if g is in L,(a, b), then g is i 
WL,(a, b). In what follows w will denote a non-negative weight function 
from L,( - 1, 1). 
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4.1. Nikolskii- Type Inequalities 
Working with large families of weight functions, we estimate the 
supremum norm of generalized complex algebraic polynomials of degree at 
most N by their weighted L1 norm. We will need these inequalities in 
Section 6 to give upper bounds for the distance of the consecutive zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials. Since for q >O the qth power of a generalized 
polynomial is also a generalized polynomial, we can easily derive 
L, + L,(w) inequalities from our L, --f L,(w) inequalities. Though we will 
not apply them in this paper, for completeness we establish L,(w) + L,(w) 
(0 < q < p < co) Nikolskii-type inequalities as well. In our theorems we will 
use the function log-(x) = min{log x, O}. 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 <a < 1, p = 2/a - 2, and logg(w(x)) E WL,( - 1, 1). 
Then 
-pf;xcl If(x)1 dexp(c(a, Ml +N)“)~’ If( w(x)dx . . -1 
for every f E GCAP,, where K=K(logg(w)) is defined by (6), and c(a, K) 
depends only on a and K. 
THEOREM 3*. Let O<a<l, p=2/a-2, and log-(w(x))E WL,(-Al). 
Then 
t1 
1 If(x w(x) dx 
UP 
(J ’ 
l/9 
< (exp(c(a, K)(l + qN)“))1’4P 1/P If( 4x1 dx 
-1 > 
for every f E GCAP, and 0 -C q < p < co, where K= K(log-(w)) is defined 
by (6), and c(a, K) depends only on CI and K. 
In our Theorems 4 and 4* we take only half as large p as in Theorems 3 
and 3*, but we assume that logg(w(cos 0)) is in WL,( -71, x), and we 
obtain the same conclusion. 
THEOREM 4. Let O-CM< l,p= l/a- 1, andlog-(w(cos 0))~ WL,( -z,n). 
Then 
~~~~x~l if(x)1 <exp(c(g K)(l +N)‘) l:, If(x)' w(x)dx 
. . 
for every f E GCAP,, where K= K(log-(w(cos 0))) is defined by (6), and 
C(CI, K) is a constant depending only on a and K. 
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THEOREM 4* LetO<cr<1,p=l/a-1,andBog-(w(cos8))~ IVLJ-r&71). 
Then 
< (exp(c(a, K)(l + qN)“))“q-“P 
(s 
il Mx31” w(x) qq 
for every f EGCAP, and O<q<p < co, where K= K(log-(w(cos 8))) is 
defined by (6), and c(a, K) is a constant depending only on a and K. 
We remark that in the case of i < a < 1 (0 < p d 1) the Szegij class is 
properly contained in the classes of Theorems 4 and 4’. The ~ikolskii~type 
inequalities of our Theorems 5 and 5* give better upper bounds for less 
wide classes. 
THEOREM 5. Let weE E WL,( - 1, 1) for some E > 0. Thera 
for everyjc GCAP,, where M = 21~ + 2, K = K(w-“) is &fined by (6), and 
C(E, K) depends only on E and K. 
THEOREM 5”. LQt W-‘E WL,(-1,l) for some E>O. Then 
’ 
I/P 
If( p w(x) dx 
--I ! 
’ 
w4 
< (c(E, K)( 1 + qN)“)““- I” lS(~N” 4x1 dx 
-1 > 
foreveryfEGCAP,andO<q<p<co, whereM=2/&$2, K=K(w-“)is 
defined by (6), and C(E, K) depends only on E and K. 
4.2. Applications: Zeros of Orthogonal Polynomials 
e an integrable weight function on [ - 1, 11. Denote the zeros of 
the associated orthonormal polynomials p,(x) by x~,~ > x~,~ > . 
Let x,,, = cos O,,,, where O<tJ,,,<n, 8,,,=0 and 13,+:,,=n. 
upper bounds for the distance of the consecutive zeros of or 
polynomials associated with weight functions from the classes for which 
established Nikolskii-type inequality. In our first zero estimate the con 
tions are the same as in Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 6. Let O<a< 1, p = 2/a-2, and log (w(x))E WL,(-1, 1). 
Then 
where K= K(logg(w)) is defined by (6) and C(CI, K) depends only on CI, K, 
and j? 1 w(x) dx. 
Our next theorem shows that the same zero estimates can be established 
under the conditions of Theorem 4. When log(w(cos 0)) is in L,( --n, 7~) 
(thus w is in the Szegii class), the theorem was proved by Nevai in [6, 
pp. 157-1581, but only for x,,, instead of O,,, and even in this special case 
Theorem 7 assumes w to be in the wider “weak” Szegij class. 
THEOREM 7. LetO<a<l,p=l/ol-l,andlogg(w(cosfFJ))EWL,(-qn). 
Then for all 0 < v <n we have 
8 “+l,n-Qz~(~A~a-l (n3 11, 
where K= K(log-(w(cos 6))) is defined by (6) and c(a, K) is a constant 
depending only on a, K, and lyl w(x) dx. 
The following theorem is due to Erdiis and Turan [3] when w-l is in 
L,( - 1, 1). A generalization, when w ME is in L,( -1,1) for some a>O, was 
established by Nevai [6, p. 1581, but he works with x,,, instead of (!I,,,. 
THEOREM 8. Let W-&E WL,( - 1, 1) for some E >O. Then for all 
O<v<n we have 
e v + l,n - e,, G CC&, KNlog n)/n (n>2), 
where K = K(w -“) is defined by (6) and C(E, K) depends only on F, K, and 
fL1 w(x) dx. 
4.3. The Sharpness of Our Zero Estimates 
To see the sharpness of Theorems 6 and 7 we introduce the generalized 
Pollaczek weight functions by 
A result of Lubinsky and Saff announced in [S, p. 411, (16)] implies that 
for the above weight functions we have 
8 n+I,n-en,n=n.-en,n~C(B)n-1’(28+1) (OdB< 001, (7) 
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where c(p) depends only on fl. If /3 = (2/a - 2) - ’ (0 < 01< 1 ), then 
logg(w,Jx)) is in WL,( -1, 1) with ~=2/m- 2, and logg(wB(cos 0)) is 
in WL,( --n, rc) with p = l/a - 1. Since IZ 1/!2Pf ‘) = nap r, (7) shows the 
sharpness of Theorems 6 and 7. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3, 5, AND 5 
To prove Theorems 3, 4, and 5 we use our Remez-type inequalities dis- 
cussed in Section 3. Our idea is to integrate only on a “sufficiently large” 
subset, where both the generalized polynomial (compared with its 
supremum norm) and the weight function are “sufficiently large,” an 
balance in an optimal way. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For an f E GCAP, we introduce 
D=DL~,~= {YE C-L11 : If(v)I 3exp(-Cl +WY pfi;xc, lf(x~lI . . 
By Theorem 1* we obtain 
m(D)>c,(l +N)2”-2 (8) 
Let 
F= F,,+v,c,a = (ye C-1, l] : w(y)<exp(-(c+cN)“)}, 
where c > 0 will be chosen later. Since logg(w(x)) E WL,(- 1, 1) an 
p = 2/a - 2, we have 
~(F)~K-(c+cN)~~~=Kc~~~~(~+N)~~~~=++~)~~~~ 
with c = (c~/(~K))~‘(~“-‘) 
Now we define the set 
If(v)1 ~exp(-tl+W’I pyy-I IfMi . . 
w(y)>exp((c+cN)“) I 
From (8) and (9) we deduce 
m(G)+1 +N)2a-2 
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This yields 
which gives the desired result. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. For an f E GCAP, we define 
D=Dma 
= {e E [ -7c,7c) : If(cos e)l Bexp(-(l+.?T)“)~~<~~PI~(cosr)l~. . . 
Observe that f~ GCAP, implies g(t) = f(cos t) E GCTP, (this follows 
easily from the observation that the range of the function cos z is the whole 
complex plane), hence Theorem 2* yields 
m(D)>c,(l +iV)‘-’ (11) 
Let 
F= Fw,iv,r,a = {~IE[--7t,~]:w(cos0)<exp(-(c+cN)”)), 
where c> 0 will be chosen suitably later. Since logg(w(cos 0)) is in 
WL,(-n,n) andp=l/a-1, we have 
m(F)<K(c+cN)-E~=Kca-l(l +N)+r<$(l +N)‘-’ 
with c = (~-,/(2K))l’(~- I). (12) 
We introduce 
6=$ (1 +N)“-1, (13) 
(14) 
and 
~(~0s e) 3 exp((c + &)a) 
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From (11 t( 15) we deduce 
m(G,)~~(l+N)“-l-~(l+N)“-l~~(liN)~-l. 
With the notation 
G,=(x:x=cos8,8EG6}, 
we obtain from (16) that 
s If(x)I 4x)(1 -x2)-1’2 fix ~6 
=gGA l.f( CQS e)l w(cos l9) d8
~~(l+N)“-‘exp(-(c”+l)(!-sN)“)~~~~<~ 1$(x)1. (17) . . 
Since (1 -x2)- 1/2 < c,(l + N)l-’ on G’a, (17) gives the desired result. Thus 
Theorem 4 is proved. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. For an f E GCAP, let 
*=D~,N= {YE C-L 11 : If( 3e-l -Eycl If(x) . . 
By Theorem 1 we have 
m(D) 3 c2( 1 + IVp2 (181 
Let 
F= Fw,m,c = {xE[-l,1]:W(X)~(c(l+iV))~2’~), 
where c > 0 will be chosen later. Since w-’ is in LVL,( - 1, I), we have 
m(F)6Kcp2(1 +iVp2<:(l +N)-~ with c = (~K/c,)“~. (19) 
We introduce the set 
G= (YE E-L 11 : If(y)1 2e-l pyx<l If(x)l; w(y)>(c(l +N))P”}. . . 
From (18) and (19) we deduce 
m(G)&?(l +N)-2 
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Therefore 
s l wj -1 G Iflw~~(l+N)-2e-1(c(l+N))-2’“~~<~<l If(x)l, . . 
which gives the desired result. 1 
Proof of Theorems 3*, 4*, and 5*. We show how Theorem 3* follows 
from Theorem 3; the proof of Theorem 4* and 5* is identical. Observe that 
f~ GCAP, and q > 0 imply fq E GCAP,,, hence by Theorem 3 we obtain 
-yyl l.f(x)lq~exp(4~~ K)(l +qW”) 1’ IfWlq 4x1 dx . . -1 
for every f~ GCAP,. Therefore 
s ’ If(x)lp 4x1dx -1 
< max If(x)I s ’ I f(x)l” w(x) dx -l<X<l 
< (exp(c(?, K)(l + qNJ’) j1 
-1 
[f(x)[q w(x) dx)‘“‘” 
X 
s ’ If(x)I q 4x1 dx, -1 
and taking the pth root of both sides, we obtain Theorem 3* 
immediately. m 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 6, 7, AND 8 
We verify the zero estimates of Section 4.2 by improving a method of 
B. Lengyel [B, pp. 112-1151. Our improvement is based on the results of 
Section 4.1. Though we proved our Nikolskii-type inequalities for 
generalized polynomials, in this section we need them to apply only 
for ordinary polynomials. Let 0 <v <n be a tixed integer and 
Y = (0” + 1,n + 6,,)/2. We define p(x) = p(cos 0) by 
( sin(N(y + Q/2) 2m + sin(N(y - 8)/2) 2m 2p(x)= Nsin((y + 8)/2) > ( > Nsin((y-8)/2) ’ 
where N and m are certain positive integers. Then p is an algebraic polyno- 
mial of degree m(N- 1); see [S, 6.11.31. By [S, 6.11.71 we have 
~(~~,~)~<Nsin((8,+~,-8,,)/4))-~" (k = 1, 2, . ..) n), 
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so by the Gaussian quadrature formula 
for m(N- 1) < 2n - 1. Further p(y) 2 4, hence 
In the case of Theorems 6 and 7, Theorems 3 and 4, together with (21) an 
(22) give 
$<exp(c(cc, K)n*P’)(Nsin((O,+,,. 
thus 
M2rn) 
(6 v+ I,?? - &J/(271) G 74 -l exp(c(a, K) nl/m) (2 I1 w(x) dx -1 > 
From here choosing m = [nE] and N= [niea], we obtain the desire 
result. 
In the case of Theorem 8, Theorem 3 together with (16) and (17) gives 
f < c(e, K) exp(M log n)(N sin((8, + I,n - &,Jl‘W2m si, 4x1 dx; 
therefore 
(0 v+i,n - 8,,,)/(2n) < C(E, K) N ’ exp(Mlog n/m) 2 jjl w(x) dx)l”2m’ 
From here the choices m = [log n] and N= [n/log n] give the desired 
result. 
We remark that our method of proving Theorems 6, 7, and 8 can be 
used to give upper bounds for the distance of the consecutive zeros 
associated with weight functions from even wider classes. 
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